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The purpose of this thesis is to develop methods whereby approximate 
numerical values of a definite integral may be obtained when the enalytic 
form of a function is unknown or where it is impossible or too difficult to 
integrate the function. Many functions of this type must be integrated, 
especially in the field of physics and engineering. 
Each chapter is introduced by a paragraph explaining the purpose of 
the chapter. The fonnulas ere then derived end examples given to illus-
trate the use of the fonnulas. In certain cases examples have been used 
which could be easily integrate d. This has been done so that the approx-
imate answer may be compared to tl'l.e true value • 
.As it is important to know the reliability of the results obtained a 
chapter has been devoted to the accuracy of the integration formulas. In 
this chapter fonnulas for inherent error in the integra.tion formulas have 
been derived and examples 'have ·been worked out to show the use of these 
formulas. The examples used ere those from the chapter on integration 
formulas so that the inherent error in the answers to those examples may 
be shown. 
The formulas have been developed in as simple a manner as possible, but 
as an understanding of their development depends on an understanding of the 
calculus of finite differences and of interpols tion a chapter has been 
devoted to each as an introduction to the work on numerical integration. 
In these chapters only what is essential to the understanding of numerical 
integration has been given. 
A small amount of the work is dependent upon tnfini te series, but as 
the development of this field would necessarily cover a lnrge amount of 
material it has not been included in this thesis. References have been 
given which cover that field of work more completely. 
The formulas have been numbered by the number of the artic le ani the 
nmnber of the formula ;~ n the article. For convenience the important 
formulas have been listed in the appendix. 
A very useful table giving values needed in solving examples by 
Gauss' integration formula has also been included in t~ appendix. 
There is much labor involved in solving many of the examples and 
references have given to tables which mace the work simpler. A calculating 
machine should also be used, especially when using Gauss' integration 
formula. 
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CHAPTER I 
C.4.LC1JLUS OF FINITE DIFFERENCES. 
1. Introduction. The calculus of finite differences is the study of 
changes which take place in the value of a function when the independent 
variable suffers a finite change. 
For example, if x is increased by~ then the function x3 increases 
to (x + a) 3 and the increment is (x t e)3 - x3 = 3ax2 t 3a2x + a3. 
It consists of two parts: 
a.. The direct calculus of finite differences where the function is 
given and the successive orders of diff e r ences are to be found. 
b. The inverse calculus of finite differences whe r e the successive 
orders of differences are given and the function from which these 
differences might have been derived is to be determined. 
2. Difference Tables. Let y = f{x). If Xo =a, xl =a'*" w, xz =a+ 2w, 
.... ' then Yo = f(a), Yl = f(a + w}' y2 : f (a t 2.w) , and so 
-
Yl - Yo = 11 YO or f(a + w) - f(a} = 11 f(a) 
Y2 - Yl = f1 Yl or f(a + 2w) - f( a + w) : A f(a + w) 
• 
. 
Yn - Yn-l =Ll Yn-l or f(a + nw) - f{a + n:iw}: fl f(a t n:iw) 
Then y1 - y0 , y2 - y1 , y3 - y2 , ·• ·• •• Yn - Yn-1 are called the first 
differences of the function y and a.re denoted by jj Yo, ~yl, A Y2, • • • ·, 
The differences of the first differences are called second 
differences and. fl.re denoted by .fi?'y0 , ~2Y1 , Ll2Y 2 , • • • • 
l. 
Thus 4 Yl - .Lh o = L\ 2yo 
!J Y2 - A Y1 = ~ 2Y1 
. . 
£\ y -
. n 
D.. y -
n-1 - 6 2Yn-l 
In the s ame we y the t hi r d , fourth, fifth, etc. 
given . These differences may b e arranged eithe r in 
horizon ta 1 dif f e rem e t able as follows: 
DIAGONAL DIFFERENCE TABLE 
X y /1 y fty h 3 Y ... ~ 4 b Y 
Xo Yo 
.!J YO 
xl yl 
.6yl 
!J2Yo 
t ?Yo 
x2 Yz 
l::l y2 
tfyl 
63Yl 
A4Yo 
b.2Y2 £)4Yl x3 Y3 
D. y3 ~:PYz 
x4 y4 2 6.4y2 
A y4 
~ y3 
!J3y3 
x5 y5 
A y5 
/J2y4 
x6 Y6 
HORIZONTAL DIFFERENCE T.ABLE 
X y ~ly !:J2y Ll3Y A~y 
Xg Yo 
xl yl A 1Y.1 
x2 y2 AlY2 6 2y2 
x3 y3 A 1Y3 A 2Y3 A3Y3 
x4 y4 A iY4 A aY4 A 3Y4 A4Y4 
x5 y5 b,l Y5 .AzY5 .A3Y5 . ~4y5 
x6 y6 ~ly6 ~y6 A3Y6 . A 4Y6 
2. 
diffe r ences may be 
a diagonal or 
/:)5y l::i 6y 
I:J5yo 
A.6Yo 
/:)5yl 
Jj5y 6 6Y 
~5y5 
.65Y5 4 eY6 
-The relation between the two tables is. given by 
dllyk (diagonal table) . - AmYkHa (horizontal table) 
e . g. 
or Ll mYn (horizontal table) = ,Aillyn-m (diagonal te..ble) 
e • g. 
where m denotes the order of diff erences and k and n t he number of the 
tabulated value going forward ~or . Yk and backward for YD.. 
The horizontal table is more compact then . the dia gonal table. 
3• Effect o.f an Error in Tabulated Val ue s of Function in Diff erence Table. 
Often the tabulated values of a function are found by experirent and, 
therefore, may not be true values. 
let y0 , y1 , ...... , Yn be true value s of a function end suppose that y6 
is affected by an e.rror so that its value as found by experiment is y6 t ~ . 
The eff~ect of this error is found in the following table: 
y .C.ly 6 2y ~3Y A4Y A 5y 
Yo 
yl .ll. 1Y1 
y2 .6. ly2 ll2y2 
y3 A lY3 A 2y3 .6 3y3 
y4 AlY4 A 2Y4 -6 3y4 6 4Y4 
y5 ~ly5 A2Y5 .6 3y5 A4Y5 .6 5y5 
y t E:. AlY6 ~ ~ A 2y6 t €. A 3Y6 + E. 6 4Y6 + € A 5y6 + E: 6 
y7 A lY7 - e: A 2Y7 - 2E A 3y7 - 3E A4y7 - 4t A 5y7 - 5E:. 
Yg A lYs L:::.. 2y8 + E. c. 3Ys "' 3E. ~4Ys + 66 6.5y8 + lOE 
Yg ~Yg A 2y9 A3Y9 -E. A4Y9- 4E- A 5y9- lOE 
Y1o b.lYlO A 2Y10 A3Y1o 5 € 
yll A lYll A2Y11 
3. 
Thus it can be seen that ~ 
a. The error increases aB the successive differences increase. 
b. The coefficients of E 's are binomial coefficients:; with alternating 
signs:~ 
c. The algebraic sum of the difference of any order is in the same.· 
horizontal line as the error in the · tabulated value in a horiz.ontal 
difference table. 
Because of the above facts it is possible to find the error, trace it 
back to its source, and to correct it. To do .. this t~e differencing is 
continued until a column is found where there is a complete. alternation 
of s.igns. If the column is 6 5y, for example, the binomial coefficients of 
the error will be 1, -5, 10, ·10, 5, -1. The values in this column should 
be true differences plus these binomial coifficients: multipl~ed by some 
.JilU!U,ber E, which is the error. To locate the error in the function in a 
horizontal table trace backward along a horizontal line from the first 
error. We can check by tracing upward and backward from the last E. The 
:incorrect value of the function is the true value plus the error, so to 
correct it subtract the positive or negative error from the incorrect 
.function. 
Example. - -- - - - Moon's latitude. 
Date 1943 Moon's Lat 
0 
" 
0 
" " " " " 
Feb. 16.0 -3 44 29.4 
16.5 -3 20 08.7 +0 24 20.7 
17.0 -2 53 38.7 +0 26 30.0 t2 09.3 
17.5 -2 25 14.0 +0 28 24.7 tl 54.7 -0 14.6 
18.0 -1 55 10·5 '+0 30 03.5 +1 38.8 -0 15.9 -0 01.3 
18.5 -1 23 45.1 +0 31 25.4 tl 21.~ -0 16.9 .0 01.0 tO 00.3 
C. is 
about 45" 
1~.0 -0 52 01.1 rO 31 44.0 tO 18.6 -1 03.3 -0 46.4 -0 45.4 1. -E 
19.5 -0 18 03.0 +0 33 58.1 +2 14.1 tl 55.5 +2 58~8 +3 45.2 -5. -~ 
20.0 tO 15 33.6 tO 33 36.6 -0 21.5 .... 2 35.6 -4 31.1 -7 29.9 10. - E 
2.0.5 +-O .49 11.9 tO 33 38.3 fO 01.7 tO 23.2 +2 58.8 f-7 29.~ 10. -t: 
I 21.0 tl 22 29.3 +0 33 17.4 -o 20.9 -o 22 .• 6 .. o 45.8-3 44.6 t-5. -E: 
21.5 1+1 55 02.7 tO 32 33.4 -0 44.0 -0 23.1 -0 00.5 tO 45.3 -1. - E: 
In this example the error is found in A5y for which order . the binomial 
coefficients are 1, -5, 10, -10, 5, -1. The error is about -45". When the 
correction is applied to latitude for February 19.0 the corrected latitude 
will read -0° 51' 16~1 
.-
4. Representation of a Polynomial by Fectoriels end Differences. The 
polynomial of nth degree-, x(x-l)(x-2) •• -.(x-ntl) may~ written as x]n and 
is calle-d a factorial x taken to n factors. If the interval of the argument 
in the difference table of (x)l\. is taken es unity then 
5. 
[ xJn • x(x-l)(x-2) ••• (x-n+l) 
[x+-lJn : (X+l)(x)(x•l)(x-a) ••• (x-n+2) 
[xr-PJn . : (:x+2)(x+l)(x)(x-l) ••• (x-n+3) 
.6[xJn = [x(x-1) ••• ( - +2>] [(x+ll-(x-nfl~ 
• ·. A[X] n = n[x]n-
A ~+1] n : [x+2]n ... (:nl] n = [jx+l)(x)(x-l) ••• (x-nof5U[x+~(x-n;-2il 
• nfx+l)n-l 
.62[x) n • A[x+-l]n -11[x)l'l • n[xi-l.) n-l .. n[x]n-l 
= [n{xrl)(x)(x-l){x-:L} ••• (x-n+3)] - [n(x)(x-1 ) ••• (x-n+aj] 
: [n(x)(x-l)(x-2) ••• (x-n+~U llxtl}-.C•·ntBiJ 
::: n(n-l)[x)n-2 
Thie method oould be continued untll 
An[x)n c [n)~)n-n =[nJn[x)o 
which ie a oonfttant. 
'lhua the t1ret ditrernncea or the polynomials or n tb de6Ne, 
[x]11 , [x+lJ 11 , ••• ere polyno:a.illla ot (n-1) dea.ree end th n tb difter ncea 
re constant, providins the 1ndeP*lndent ftr1"bloa e~- 1n er1th'r3et1c 
progression. ( · case for n ~ 1. ) 
Theo m 1: Any polyno~1ftl mey bo l'tlpnaented by tetctori le end the 
ditte~noea round by the formula A[x]11 • n[xj'l-1. M. nth d itreroncee will 
Proot~ It fp(X) repzea~nta B poly.nord.ol ln x ot degMe p, then 
JI'P(x) • R+(X-n+J>)l'P_1(x) where .R 1a there alndttlL" and ?P_1(x) 1e the 
quo\ien' when Ft)ia divided by (X-n+p). Fp•l(x) 1a fl polynoai~l ot 4egree 
(:p-1). 
BY Npet\tirl8 the above p:roceea .a polynomial or. nth degree may be 
trenatormed 1nto one expreased in ter ot teotoriele. 
6 • . 
Thus Fn(x) = ~ T [xJFn_1 (x) 
= cJ. t (3 [xj -f [x]2Fn_2 (x) 
: o< t-(3 [ xJ -+Y [x] 2 + [x] ~n-:3x 
•. 
: o( • f /3 [X) t '>'[X) 2 i 0 (X )3 + • • • [x J nF O ( X) 
o<, (3, y , J , ... are constants es is also F0 (x). Let F0 (x) be k then 
( 4: 1) F n (X) : o( t /3 (X] T -y [ x) 2 t S (X )3 t c [ x)4 t . . . t k (:x:) n 
A Fn (:x:) = (?, + 2"j[x] f 3S[x] 2 + 4 e [x]3 t . .. t nk [x)n-1 
.6.1-n (x) = 21 t oS[xJ + 12E: (x) 2 + + n(n-1 )k[xJn-2 
. 
AnFn(x) = [n)nk[xJO which is a constant term. 
Thus any polynomial may be represented in terms of factorials, the 
successive differences found by A [x)n = n[ x)n-l and the nth differences 
wi ll be constant. 
EXample. Find the differences, in terms of factorials, of 
y : 15x4 t 32x3 - 5?x2 + 8x + 6 
1 15 + 32 - 57 + 8 6 
0 + 15 + 47 -10 
2 15 + 47 - 10 - 2 
0 '+ 30 tl54 
3 15 + 77 +144 
0 + 45 
~ +~22 
Therefore, i~ factorial notation ".JT ~ 15(x]4fl22[xJ3+ l44(x)2- 2[x) + 6 
6. y = 60 ( xJ3 + 366 [xJ2 + 288 Ut:l- · 
~ 2y ;. 180 [x]2 + 732(x] + 288 
1::::. 3y = 3'60 [xJ 732 
6.4 = 360 
?. 
If a is a tabulated value of a.n argument of a polynomial of degree n 
and w is the interval betw·ee.n the successive values, then f( a t xw) 
corresponds to the argument (a ~ xw) and if f(a ~ xw) sten~for Fn(x) 
in 4:1, then by applying fl[x)n • n(xJn-1 to both sides it is found that 
(4:2) .6-f(a+xw) = ~ + 21fxJ t 3b(x] 2 + 4c[X]3 t ••• t nk(.X]n-1 
(4:3) A2f(e+xw) = 21 f 2.36[x) f 3.4E[x) 2 + .• •• + n(n-l)k[xjl-2 
(4:4) t..3f(a+-xw): 2.35+ 2.3.4E[xJ + ••• + n(n-l)(n-2)k(J<Jn-3 
To find the value ofd, (3, r . ... ::J,.et X= 0 in equations 4:1, 4:2 
4:3, 4:4. Then 
f'{a) :0( 
br(a) 
6_2r(a) 
.6.3r(a) 
Substituting in 4:1, the following formula is given: 
{4:5)f{a+xw) = r(a) -t M(a)[x) t ~ 2f{a)[x.)2 t l1 3f(a) (x] 3 +···t J).nf(a)[if 
. 21 3! n: 
Thus the polynomial f{a+xw) may be e.xpressed in terms of factoria la and 
differences. 
Theorem 2: If the nth differences of a tabulated function are constant, 
when the Values of the independent variable are taken in ari t :b.metic 
progression, the function is 8 polynomial or degree n.* 
5. central Difference Notation. The following systemwas introduced by 
W. F. Sheppard. A symbol S' is used to represent AE-~ where Ei is used to 
denote a change from lin to un+~ so the t E~ = lin+.±. 
.... 2 
As ~ :; Ari or ~ =SEt we may write 
* The proof is round in Rice 's Theory and Practice or Interpolation. p. 24. 
8. 
. :1 ~Uo= SE2ua=S~ = ul- uo, ~2uo =.S 2ul =6ul -.6Uo, .63u o=&3u3/2' •.• , 
l:::..nuo=lfun/2 
Thus the difference table for r(x): y becomes 
X 
a-2w 
a-w 
a 
a+w 
y 
blU. 
2 
The ~rithmetie mean of two adjacent entries in the same column of 
difrerences is repre sented by ,r"• Thus 
~Su0 = !cs· u_i + o ll~ ) ,)'-sSu0 = ra<c53u_ra + .s3ura-), ••• 
The table is then written 
X 
a-w 
a,._w 
y 
u_l 
~u .. i 
uo 
,.u-ufa 
ul 
.6y 
6u_3;~ 
,.l'-Su_1 
Su :1 
... 2 
52u_l 
p£2u_i 
§2ub 
pS2u.l. 
2 
s 2ul 
,.u.£,2u3 I 2 
S 2u2 
s5u_~ 
,u.S3uo 
s3u.l_ 
2 
;U-S3ul 
~3 b u3/2 
/"53u2 
~4ui 
S4ul 
4 /A--s u3/2 
s4u2 
This notation is used to simplify the development of the interpolation 
formulas. 
9. 
CHAPTER II 
INTERPOLATION 
6. Introduction. In simple form interpolation is the finding of an 
intermediate value of' a function frctn a set of given values of thst 
function. 
In general, however, the problem is moxe complex because the 
analytical fonn of the function may be unknown or ~ o complicated to 
handle and so must be replaced by a function easier to handle. The process 
of replacins a given function by a simpier one is known as interpolation. 
7. Newton's Formulas. It has already been state.d that any function may be 
written as a polynomial of degree n providing the nth differences are 
constant. Now suppose the function y = r(u) is. given and assume that the 
nth differences are constant. If u bas the values a, (e.-.w), (e.+2W), ... 
then y = f(a), f(a•w), f(a•2w), .... The problem of interpolation is to 
find a value for the rune t ion y : f ( atxw) where x is any pe. rt of the given 
interval. As , for example, if the problem is to find a value of the 
function for a value of u half way between (ao~-w) and (ar2w} the function 
would be y 3 = f(a~w). Because the ntk differences are constant f(a+xw) may 
be written as polynomial of degree n in the following form: 4:5 
f(ul = f(a•xw) = f(a) + [x] ~fta) t ~ .c:.2f(a) + ••• or 
2! 
t?:l) y: f(u) = Yo ,. , x Ay0 + x(x-1) t:;:.2y0 + x(x-1) (x-2) 6 3y0· t 
21 31 -In central difference notation _it may be written_as 
t [x]Sy; t [xJ2 S 2Y. + [x]3 $3y_ 
tz 21 1 31 3fz 
This is known as Newton's interpolation formula . 
s. Cent~l Difference Formulas. 
e. Stirling's Interpolation Formula. By transforming Newton's 
forward interpolation formula a formula may be derived that uses 
10. 
11. 
differences which lie on a horizontal line. A formula of this type is 
called e central difference formula and is used for finding values of a 
function for a value of the argument near the mid.dle of the tabulated sets 
of values. It is more rapidly convergent, and more: accurate than Newton's 
formulas except for values near the beginning or end of the: tabula ted 
values. 
[)yJ... +- Sy J.. : 2a- &y:0 2 ""2 / 
SyJ:.. - S y J.. = 5 2y:0 2 -:a 
By addition 
2 byi "" ~Yo ... c52Yo 
52yl- 5~Yo : 6 3yi =~3yo + ! &4yo 
. '. S2Y1 : $ 2Yo ~,fo&3Yo + i~4Yo 
3 3 :4 3 ..3 ]._4 . 4 4 ~ y3/ 2 = 5 Y~:t S Y1 · , 5 Yt : ,u.b-Yoi-:aS Yo , S Y1 : S Yo 
. ·. S3Y3; 2 : )1-fYo + 3/2S
4y0 +J-'-S
5y0 t- i S
6
Yo 
57
512 
.••• can be found in a. s.imilar way so
2
that Newton's formula becomes 
(8:1) f(a+xw) = Yo ... x[a.ch0 + i S2y0] + [x] &2y0 +,...u,S3y0 + i~4Y0] 3 21 . 5 
+ (x) &s3y0 t 3/2~4YotftS5Yo+i93Yo + (~J4 ,5 4-:y0 t?;PS5y0.;.2~Yo!Af Yo+-isBY0 ~J 31 2 . · 2 41 2 2 
. = Y t XJL~Y t2.. S2Y ;.. x(x ... 1) S3Y t x (x -1) 4y: + 
o r o 2' o 3' ~ o 41 o 2 2 . • • 
x(x -l)(x -4);-u; S5y + •••• 
51 0 
This is known as Stirling's interpolation formula. 
the formula may be written withou t centra 1 difference notation as 
12. 
{8:2) y = r(ao~-xw) = y; f- x(Cly_, rllYo) + x2 .... 2 
0 . 2 ·- 2: L.l y -1 
2 3 3 -
+ x(x_ -1) .~Y_2 + ~ Y_l t x2(x2 -1) 4 
31 2 -4l £j y_2 
x(x2 -1) (x2 -4) J}Y_3 + .11
5Y_2 t • + ••• + 
. 5! 2 
x(x2-l)(x2-4)x2-9)···(x2- n-12) A2n-ly + A2n-ly 
-------------..!. u -n JJ .-(n-1) (2n-l) 1 2 
+ x2(r-l) (x2-4) (x2-9) • • ·(x2-(n-1):]~2n 
2nl - Y_n 
This formula assumes that the equal intervals are unity. If not, then 
x-x,... 
u is used in place of x: where u : ___ -v __ and w denotes the equal increments 
w 
between x0 and x1 , x1 and x2 , ••• · 
In this formula the arithmetic means of the odd differences immediatel 
above and be low the horizontal line 'jihrough Yo and the even differences on 
this line are useQ. 
b. Bessel 's Interpolation Formula. Beseel's fonnula uses differences 
line 
which occur on a horizontal, midway betwee.n the linea on which Yo and y1 
stand . 
. Since 
byJ.. + G y _J.. :: ~Yo 
2 2 
5 YJ.. - S Y _1_ = s 2Y0 2 2 -
5 r :!.2 Yt =..P-oY0 +2$ Yo 
.and S2y0 =~S2YJ.. - 1tS3yJ.. 2 2 
so thatr-Sy0 -= &yt - M2Yt + -,t&3y~ 
~83Yo = S3YJ.. - i84yo 
2 . 
h4Y0 =~ b4Y~ - ib5Y~ 2 2 
Then, by subst i tuting these values in Stirling's formula (B:l), the 
following formula is obtained; 
f(x) : VtY.J..
2 
- iS'Y.:L) +- X(0YJ.. - i )'-S 2YJ.. t- icS3Y.1.) ~ 2 . 2 2 
.., :x:(x2 -1) 
. 3% 
+ x2(:x:2·1) 
4! 
( 8:3) or f(:x:) 
f X(X-1) (Xtl) (:x-.2) g4 X(x-1) (X-tl} (:x ... 2) (X•i) 5 
4 , ~ Y-1. + S Y.l. t • • • 
- • 2 . 5' 2 
This is known as Bessel's fo-nnula. It may elso be written ~s 
(8:4) 
2 2 
Y =Yo +Y1 .. ( ~)/\ - + x(x ... l.) I) Y-1 +11 Yo+ x(x-l)(x-t) 2. x-2 uYo , A3 ' 2.. 2 . 3% L.l y -1 
;. x(x-l)(x+l) (x-2) • A4Y_i + !J.4Y-l +- x.(x-l)(xtl) (x-2)(x-t) 5 
41 2 51 li Y-2 
- · _ 2n t "2n 
f-•. ·t x:(:x:-l)(xtli(x-2) (x+2) ..... (x-n) (xtn-1) • A Y-n .LJ Y -n+l 
(2n)! 
(x:..~ ) (x)(x ... l) (xtl) (x-2) (xt2) • • • (x-n) (xtn-1) 2.ntl 
t · (2n+l): ~ Y_n 
A more convenient formula is given by putting x-fa- : v or x : v.,.~. 
Then the formula becomes 
($:5) y = Yo ,. Yl A (v2 - .1. ) A2Y ... 1 tll2Yo t v(V'2 - {t-) 
2 t v Yo 
;. 4 
. Ll3 2! 2 3J Y ... 1 
9 
fl4Y_2+-}14y_l v(v2-t) (v2 9 (v2-i) (v2-4) --) 
.. 4 .,65 
4! 2 t . y t ••. 51 
-2 
c. Remainder Term in Bessel's Formula. Let the arbitrary function 
(8:6) F(z) = f(z)- t (:t.) {_f(x) - ~(x}l {z-x0 )(z-x 1 ){z-x_1)••(z .. x.,)(z-~)(z-n ,) 
.. . . . . . . . .. _ 'j < x-x0 Xx-x1 ){x-x_1 X··< x-~) (x- ~lllx-ocltl 11 
be taken where f(x) is the given function~ ~(x} a polynomial interpolation 
formula, and z a real va.rieble. Assume that the function f(x) is 
13. 
~h•t 
continuous and has continuous derivatives andAf(z) and F(z) will also be 
continuous and have continuous derivatives. F(z) will vanish at 2n -t 3 
2n t 2 times, F"(z) will vanish 2n + 1 times, and the (2n + 2)th derivative 
of F'(z) will vanish at least once at some point for z = § . <f> (z) corres-
ponding to y in ( 8:4) is e polynomial of ( 2n T 1) degree So that its 
(2n + 2)th derivative will be zero. (z-xo){z-xl)(z-x_1 ) •.• (z-xn)(z-x_n) 
(z-xn+l) is a polynomial of {2n+2) degree and so its {2nt2)th lierivative is 
the same as the ( 2n-t·2) th deriva tfve of z2n+2 which is (2n+2): 
Thus if ( 8: 6) is differentia ted 2n+2 times with respect to z and 
F 2n.f-2(z) : 0 is taken fQI:' some value of z = g then 
0 = f 1 l1tl.( g) -0- ~ ( x)- 4>(r. ]~lr----.-;---.....,--.:.(_2n_+_2-;-) _! ---;----.-.,---""'!"'"7""--~ 
(x-Jt) (x-x1 ) (x-x_1 ) ••. (x-xn) (x-.x_nl (x-xn+l) 
If x-x0 = bu, x-x1 · = W( u-1 ),x-x_1 = :W( u+l) , ••• 
~ 2nT2 2n+2(!) 
then Hn = h f ..u.( u-l)(u4-l) (u-2) ... (u-n) (u+n) (u-n-1) 
( 2n+2): 
::L -
and if u : v+2 then 
( 8 :?) Rn = h'2nt2f(2n+2)(~) 
( 2n+2)! 
. [ 2 21 (v2 !)(v2~ 9; 4 ) ..• v -(2n+l) J 
. . 4 
These are the remainder terms in fonnula (8:5) 
~~ lagrange's Interpolation Fonnula. This is a formula which may be used 
when the intervals are or are not equal. 
The problem is to find a polynomial of nth degree at most which has 
the same values as an arbitrary function f(x) for ntl valres of x. If 
ing values then the function may be written as a polynomial in the form 
14. 
(9:1) f(x) = Ao(x-x1 )(x-x2) ••• (x-xn) 
+ A1 (x-x0 )(x-~)(x-x3 ) ••• (x-xn) 
t A2(x-x0 ) (x-x1 ) (x-x3 ) ••• (x-xn) 
t An(x-x0 )(x-x1 ) •.• (x-xn_1 ) 
(9:2) or f(x) ; £._ Ak P'(x) 
k!110 x-xk wbare 
The oonstants may be determined by putting x = xk and all the terms on 
the right hand side will vanish except the term containing Ak. Formula 9:1 
will then read 
or 
which may be written as 
Thus 
(9 :3) f(x) = ~ F(x) 
k:O 
This is known as Lagrange's formula. 
15. 
CF...APTER II I 
N1JJI!IF.RICAL INTEGR4TION 
10. Introduction. Nurrerical integre tion is the process of finding the 
value of the. definite integrand J~dx in the follcming cases: 
A. 
a. When the function is analytically unknown and only a set of numeri-
cal values of the integrand are given. This would be true where graphical 
records have been made from observations and tests or diagrams have been 
drawn by an engine, as for example the pressure diagram of a steam engine. 
It is usually required to find the area under the curve between two extreme 
ordinates and. the base line .• 
b . When the function is analytically known but cannot be integrated. 
The solution may be found by representing the integrand y by one of the 
interpolation formulas ~:~nd then integrating between the req_uired limits a 
and b. 
11. Integration of Newton's Formula. An inte gration formula Iffiy be devel-
ope n from Newton's Interpolation formula. If n+l values of the function 
y = fcx) are given which correspond to the values of the argument x0 , x1 , 
x 2 , ••• , xn then the function may be expressed as a polynomial of degree n 
in the form of Newton's interpolAtion formula (7:1) as follows: 
y :::: f(X) = v -+ U~Y: 1" u(u-1) .6. 2Y + . u(u-1) •••(u-ntl) LlnY:
6 , . , ~ 0 0 21 0 • • • '" nl 
x-x0 wmre u = _ 
w 
and w = x1-xo. The original intervals are ·eq_ual but not 
necessarily unity. 
The area bounded by the x-axis and the parabola of nth degree 
Yo t u A yo + u(u-1) t}Yo "' ... +- u(u-1) ••• (u-n+l) AnYo 
2! nl 
where there are n eq_ual intervals. of width w has for the limits of integra-
tion, x0 and x0 t nw. Thus the corresponding limits for u are 0 and n. 
Now x = x0 + wu, so that dx = wdu 
16. 
J Xo+ nw The~efore ydx = 
xo 
t u(u-1) (u-2) J1_3y, 
3: 0 
t u(u-l)(u-2)(u-3) ~4Y0 ···ldu 41 
2 4 3u ) f1 -Y0 
4 1 
~!l.l 2 3 2 2 4 
= w [nyo + E..... ~Yo t .i!!_ - n ) D. Yo _! L - n3 + n2) 6 3Yo 2 ~ z- 2 ! T \4. 3l 
.,.. ... 
+ •• ·J 
From this general fonnula (11:1) are derived the following rules. 
a. The Trap:Jzoidal Rule. If n: 1 is put in the general formula (11:1 
and only-first differences used, then the following is found for the first 
* 
interval: 
.£ x~~; = w [Yo+~ J: w [Yot Y1;Yo J 
For the second interval 
I X()f-2W [ b. y J ydx = w y1 + __ 1 = ! X R 2 2 0 
This procedure may be continued until for the nih interval 
1 xo+n;d.x = .! [Yn-1 + Yn] 
Xg+n-lw 2 
The Area between the limits x0 to x0 + nw is the sum of these intervals 
er (11:2tJXo+~Xx =; (Yo+2Y1"'2Y2+2y3+ ···t2Yn_1+Ynl 
- . xo 
*As only two ordinates, Yo and y1 , are used there c a n be no differences 
higher than the first. 
1?. 
18. 
This is called the trapezoidal rul e and is useful only when y0 , y1 
are near together and if a great degree of accuracy is not necessary. 
Geometrically, the area under the m1rve is determined by dividing this 
area into equal strips by ordinatesj Each strip is assumed to be a trapezoi 
and the total approximate area is given as the sum of the areas of the 
trapezoids. 
Let AE be the curve of the 
equation y : f(x) 
AA', BB', .•• are perpendicula 
to the x-axia. The area 
AEE'A' under the curve AE is 
repre sen ted by the sum of the 
trapezoids ABB'A~ BCC'B', 
oc--- --P\---'--, ---"----~'-7-----::'--;---E'---.----,X CDD' C ' , and DEE ' D' • The are a 
Figure 1. Trapezoidal Rule. of trapezoid AB3 ' A' is g i ven 
byw (Yo -+ Y1 ); of trapezoid BCC'B' byw (Y1+Y2 etc. so that the total· area 
2 2 ) ' 
w is- (y0 "" 2y1 .f. 2y2 "" 2y3 + y4 ) as represented by fonnula (11:2). 2 . 
b. S impson's One-Third Rule. If n = 2 is taken and only first and 
1 .x 0+o4w _{ x0+nw 
.../ . . ydx, ••• , _ ydx can be found in the same way and then the 
x0+2w x0tn-2w 
sum of these intervals taken so that 
(11:3) 
This is known as Simpson's one-third rule. In this rule there must be 
an even number of sub-intervals of width w. * 
If the area were represented geometrically by this rule the graph of 
the given f unction would be replaced by E. arcs of second degree ].J8rabolas. 
2 
This is more accurate than the trapezoidal rule. 
/ 
J. 
0 
Figure 2. Simpson ' s One-Third Rule. 
The dotted line ABC 
represents the arc of 
a second degree para-
bola. The area unier 
this curve is given 
1 by 3( Y0 t4y1~y2 ) w . 
It approximates the 
area under the heavy 
line curve ABC. 
. fi 
The whole area is found by taking the sum of these - areas 
2 
under the arcs of the second degree parabolas . 
c. Weddle ' s Rule. In this rule if n = 6 is taken and only the first 
41 6 J + 140 ~ Ye · 
As 41 is only 1 less than 3 and if w is small so that 1)6y is 
140 140 10 
small then the error caused by changing 41 ~6y to 3 i:J. 6y is un impor-
140 ° 10 0 
tant. 
*Simpson ' s three-eighths has been omitted because it is less simple and less 
a ccurate t l".an Simpson's one-third rule. 
19. 
~ 4l(y4-4y3toy2-4yl~Yo) f ll(y5-5y4~1Qy~lOy2~5y1-y0 ) 
+ (y6~oy5~15y4-2oy3+15y2-oy1ty0 ) 
{ 
x0rnw 
••• , _ ydx , whe re 
x0t-n- 6w 
This is known as ·weddle's rule. 
Examples . 
1 . The velocity of a train in miles per hour which starts from rest 
is given by the following t able: 
t 
i n min . 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
m,Jlh. 7 15 21 27 31 32 30 26 
Estimate the t~l distance run in 24 mi nutes. 
a . Solution by trapezoidal rule. 
w = .L 
3024 
18 20 
20 15 
~ = [ ydt 1 = 60 (14+30~42+54~62+64+60+52+40~30+16) 
1 •' ~ 60 (464) : 7 . 73 mi. 
b . Solution by Simpson's one - third rule . 
- 1 w- -30 
22 24 
at 
8 rest 
124 D : ydt : !o r-4(7t2lt3lt30~20r8)~2(15r27+32+26+15J 
= 1 
0 
90 (6 .98) : 7.76 mi . 
20 . 
-21-
Summary 
This problem is particularly interesting in that we have 
the completed history of a problem which persisted t:b..rough 
ne arly 4,000 years. The development of this problem may be 
likened to advances mde in other branches of human achieve-
ment . There are a few ideas c ontrib~ted by a small number of 
great men . Each advcmce is generally followed by a. peric9: in 
which there are compara tively sm.all improvements and detailed 
developments of the new ideas by men of lesser rank. 
The history of the problem falls into three distinct 
periods which are mE.rked by diff'erences in methods, immediate 
aims , and equipment of mathematical knowledge. The first period 
is the geometric one in wh ich the ideal of an exact construc-
tion vvas always kept in mind. Approxirne.te determinations 
of the value of n were obtained by calculation of the sides 
or areas of regular polygons inscribed or circumscribed to 
the circle. By the end of the period this method was so 
highly developed tha.t no fur ther progress could be hoped for 
along the lines of the Greek mathematicians. 
In the second period the older geometric forms of in-
ves t igation gave way to the application of powerful analytic 
express ions for -n- which ·were in the form of converg ent series 
and products. :Many calculators of 7T arose who applied the 
formula to obtain numerical approximations to the value of 1T. 
An important contribution to the solution of the problem was 
made at the end of the period when the relation betvreen 7T and 
e was discovered. 
-22-
The third and las t period extended from the middle 
of the eighteenth century t o the end of' the n i nete en th 
century, and was devoted to investigat ions as to the real 
nature of "Tt • During this time the transcendence of rr was 
proved, and therefore the impossibility of "squarin..g the 
circle", in accord~nce v.ri th Euclidean restrictions , was def-
initely established. 
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